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Abstract: As the ’gatekeepers’ of the internet, search engines provide access to a huge
amount of data. Nowadays, many search engines are able to interpret user queries and
automatically suggest additions or corrections. Despite these technological advances,
the search paradigm itself remains stable for most engines. Especially for users with
little knowledge of the search domain or a very vague idea of what they are looking
for, it is difficult to formulate a query with the established keyword search paradigm.
Faceted Search is one of the techniques that facilitate the process of query formulation
by offering a structured and classified overview of the domain. In this paper, we give
an overview of search paradigms besides keyword-based techniques and will present
alternative visual approaches for product search.

1 Introduction

In the last decade search engines have become the ’gatekeepers’ for the contents of the in-

ternet. Since the first search engine ’Archie’ in early 19901, which was able to search files

in remote public FTP directories with an 8 character search string, the scope of functions

supporting search activities have grown enormously to compete with the tremendously

rising amount of data. Every day, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created, so much that

90 percent of the data in the world today has been created in the last two years alone2.

Mobile devices, social networks and real-time information are driving forces for this de-

velopement. Hence, the size of items, the variety of sources as well as the overall amount

of data will continue to grow. With this development, accessing relevant information is an

increasingly difficult problem [CHJR+13].

To address this problem, many websources (e.g. DBpedia3) have started to publish struc-

tured data on the web according to Linked Data principles. The so called ’Web of Data’

contains billions of RDF triples describing relations between entities and connecting dif-

1http://people.lis.illinois.edu/~chip/projects/timeline/1990archie.htm, last accessed: 23.06.2014
2http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/bigdata/what-is-big-data.html, last accessed: 23.06.2014
3http://dbpedia.org, last accessed: 23.06.2014
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ferent data sources [BBBE11]. This large knowledge base (open linked data) can be used

to structure and contextualize unstructured data like emails or images and facilitate real

time decision making. However, without an appropriate interface, it is hard to formulate

queries with complex RDF query languages like SPARQL.

Appropriate visual query systems (VQS), focusing on expressiveness and usability, are

needed to transform a request of a non-technical user into a valid query for the underlying

database [SGJR+13]. Especially when the user does not have a precise idea of his desired

search result and is not familiar with the search domain, the system should provide a

vocabulary to prevent incomplete or ambiguous queries.

In this paper, we focus on users with a vague information need in product search scenarios.

We discuss different visual approaches and interaction strategies to enable the user to put

his desires in concrete terms. Furthermore, we classify these approaches and emphasize

the use of contextualized and structured data to improve the search experience and the

quality of results.

2 Search Paradigms

Lookup and Exploratory Search are search activities that can be distinguished in the con-

text of web search [Mar06]. Lookup describes the most basic kind of search tasks such as

fact retrieval, known item search, and question answering. Exploratory Search is a more

complex process that usually starts with a vague information need and therefore requires

multiple iterations of learning, investigation, and reformulation of the search query.

Our goal to support product search based on vague ideas of the possible result can also be

described as Motive-based Search [KHB+13]. Motive-based Search refines Explorative

Search by specifying the motive and the aim of the process to find a suitable product. A

motive can be defined as the reason for a search as well as particular conditions like how

much a product should cost.

Thus, search interfaces are required that support the user to express his information need

based on these reasons and conditions. Therefore, two search paradigms are well estab-

lished in the web search world: Direct Search and Navigational Search [Tun06]. Direct

Search allows users to simply write their queries in a text box and became enormously

popular with web search engines, such as Google and Yahoo! Search. Text boxes and

search forms are well-suited for lookup-scenarios, in which the user has a concrete idea

of the desired product (e.g. looking for a flight to London). However, in motive-based

search scenarios, it is difficult to transform a possibly vague information need into a spe-

cific query. In contrast, Navigational search systems provide guidance through the use of

a taxonomy [Tun06]. Common web interfaces often use hierarchical structures to browse

the information space in a predetermined order. To allow multiple access points for the

search, the principle of Faceted Browsing provides an alternative that is based on a mul-

tidimensional taxonomy [ST09]. It enables users to explore the information space by

progressively refining their choices in each dimension [RR11].

The described search functionalities are based on the principle of reduction where the
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results from the set of all resources are progressivley narrowed down to the desired set

of answers. Clemmer and Davies define the term ’general-to-specific’ (GtS) to refer to

query interfaces that allow the user to specify abstract criteria for a result set [CD11].

By contrast, they define ’specific-to-general’ (StG) to refer to interfaces that explicitely

support starting with an example and generalzing it to find similar examples. This interface

paradigm is based on expansion where aspects of a concrete example are progressively

generalized to find other result that match the pattern [CD11].

In the following, some examples for these search paradigms that match to our motive-

based search scenario are described. For instance, the Faceted Browsers Elastic Lists

[SM07] and Flamenco [YSLH03] can be classified according to the GtS-Paradigm and

Navigational Search. Both support the construction of complex search queries by select-

ing values of the data facets, thereby restricting the result set iteratively and allowing to

browse through the information collection. Elastic lists offer a visual interface that allows

additional analytical tasks (e.g. the size of each facet value highlights predominant values)

[SM07]. Compared with this, Flamenco provide a textual interface with additional search

functionalities such as Keyword Search and Similarity Search. Hence, it combines all of

the mentioned paradigms: GtS, StG, Navigational Search, and Direct Search. Faceted

Browsers are well suited for the exploration of structured data. For semi-structured data,

Similarity Search is an effective way to start or continue a search. Similarity searches or

search by example approaches aim to find objects with attributes as close as possible to a

reference object and can be classified according to the StG paradigm. Whereas Flamenco

and the fotosharing service Flickr4 allow to find items with similar properties based on the

selection of tags (Navigational Search), other search by example approaches solve query

formulation problems with multimedia queries such as last.fm5, retrievr6, google image

search7 and picalike8. Last.fm is a music discovery service that gives personalised recom-

mendations based on the music the user is listening to or looking for and thus combine

Direct and Navigational Search. Retrievr enables the user to define a vague search query

by using sketches. Google image search and picalike are search by example approaches

that allow a similarity search based on pictures and belong to direct search interfaces.

Picalike also incorporates a product search that detects products similar to the reference

object. The results can be filtered by various criteria such as brand and price. Hence, the

user can switch to a search paradigm using Navigational Search.

Both the GtS and StG paradigms are well-suited for motive-based search scenarios to nar-

row down or broaden the scope. Combined, they could become a powerful tool to support

the user during an exploratory search process with frequently changing information needs.

4https://www.flickr.com/photos/tags/search/clusters/, last accessed: 23.06.2014
5http://www.last.fm, last accessed: 23.06.2014
6http://labs.systemone.at/retrievr, last accessed: 23.06.2014
7http://images.google.de/, last accessed: 23.06.2014
8http://www.picalike.com/products/similarity-search.php, last accessed: 23.06.2014
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3 Visual Exploration Systems for Product Searches

In this chapter, we present three product search interfaces different from conventional

form-based interfaces with text boxes, radio buttons and drop down menus which are de-

veloped in our research project "VISEA - Visual Search Interfaces"9. Each of the sug-

gested approaches support a particular search strategy to find the desired product in a

very large database with structured or semistructured data. Further on, we consider dif-

ferent search domains such as travel search and financial products. Since both domains

entail different user requirements and expectations, the resulting interface concepts sup-

port emotional or analytical decisions.

Figure 1: getInspired: interface with visual concepts for travel searches

3.1 Recommendation-based Search Approach

Figure 1 shows the interface ’getInspired’ for travel search. We designed this interface to

support and trigger emotionally driven decisions. Instead of a direct query on the attributes

of the result set, the user communicates his preferences to the system through a selection of

concepts represented by expressive images. Based on the previous decision of the user, the

system decides which concepts are presented in the next refinement step. For each step, the

interface provides the best concepts in terms of a fast reduction of the result set. In order

to implement this interface, the results need to be tagged with concepts from a domain

topology that serves as knowledge base. After each refinement step, the most applicable

results are presented on the left side of the interface. These results can be explored or

further specified by selecting more appealing concepts on the right side. The interface

focuses on easy self-explanatory interactions and the use on mobile and touch interfaces.

An initial user study with 29 participants and 12 different search-tasks was conducted to

compare the recommendation-based approach to a strict navigational concept selection.

The study indicates that the time and interactions needed to solve a given search task can

be improved significantly. In order to validate these claims in real conditions, a more

9http://visea-projekt.de
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extensive knowledge base as well as an automatic method for the classification of images

are needed. These improvements are necessary to extend the users possibilities to express

his needs and the systems ability to respond to users actions.

3.2 Analytical Approach using Parallel Coordinates

Figure 2: Interface concept based on Parallel Coordinates: the Similarity Search centers the selected
product; a fuzzy filter (light grey) reduces the amount of polylines to focus on similar products

The interface presented in Figure 2 [KHB+14] is designed for an analytical aproach and

elaborates ideas of the product search interfaces from the Product Explorer [ROF12]. It

combines principles of Faceted Browsing with the visualization method of parallel coor-

dinates [ID90] to support additional analytical tasks (cp. Elastic Lists in section 2). Each

parallel axis represents one facet of the multi-dimensional data set and is spatially sepa-

rated in container elements representing the facet values. The height of each container,

in reference to the overall height of the axis, shows the distribution of data items within

the facets and allows the analysis of predominant values. A product is visualized by a

polyline that intersects each axis at the appropriate value. In addition to the analytical ben-

efits of the parallel coordinate visualization presented in [ROF12], this interface supports

facet filters (GtS) as well as a Similarity Search (StG). Multiple filters can be activated on

one or different axes to create complex filters as known from Faceted Browsing to narrow

the scope. With the Similarity Search approach, the user starts his search by selecting a

product of interest matching his expectations in one or more characteristics. The function

automatically centers all intersections of the selected product to the median line of the

visualization. Hence, products with similar properties are arranged close to the center and

can be easily identified. The interface is developed to explore financial data. In this use

case, the user needs to get an overview of variety, range, and distribution of the provided

dataset and their attributes. Consequently, the interface has a strong analytical focus and

combines the StG and GtS paradigms to explore the information space.
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Figure 3: Faceted Browsing with Parallel Sets

As a variation of the parallel coordinates, parallel sets [KBH06] present sets of products

instead of single polylines. Therefore, the containers are connected by polygonal streams

representing the logical conjunction of the adjacent containers. The size of these streams

indicate the frequency of items included in the conjunction. Figure 3 shows an interface

designed for travel search based on the principle of parallel sets. Facets of each attribute

are depicted as circles. The distribution of characteristic within an attribute is mapped to

the size giving the user an impression on the most common values. In comparison to the

parallel coordinates, parallel sets are independent to the number of visualized products and

are a good possibility to gain insights in the overall structure of the dataset.

The user tests conducted in [KHB+14] have shown that parallel sets are faster and easier to

understand with regard to faceted searches and analysis tasks, whereas parallel coordinates

have advantages in comparison tasks and similarity-based searches.
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Figure 4: Visual Similarity Search: glyphs on the right side represent similar products, the attributes
of the reference product (left side) can be selected or deselected to focus on properties of interest

3.3 Search by Example Approach

A visual approach for a similarity search in a financial product scenario is shown in Fig-

ure 4. Each circular glyph represents a single product and depicts its most important fea-

tures, like performance over time and investment term. The horizontal positioning is used

to express the similarity to a chosen reference object. Similar objects are displayed larger

to show details (semantic zooming). The less significant results are smaller to give the

user an overview of the data distribution. The global similarity calculation is determined

by the ordinal attributes selected on the left side of the interface. The vertical positioning

can be used to cluster products in categories aligned on the right side of the interface. The

interface is designed for touch devices and a limited amount of items and attributes. An

early prototypical implementation suggests that this kind of interface is well suited for the

paradigm of search by example (StG) and the browsing of a large structured or semi struc-

tured dataset. Whilst the overall design of the interface may remain the same for any kind

of structured dataset, the iconic representation should be adapted to the use case. With

a more sophisticated version of our current prototype, we hope to create a flexible and

playful way to find a suitable product and gain insights in distribution and structure in the

complex area of financial products.
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4 Conclusion

The presented interface concepts incorporate several search paradigms and strategies. The

GtS paradigm is well-suited to narrow down large result sets of a known domain with

the help of filters (Parallel Coordinates or Parallel Sets) or visual concepts (getInspired

Interface). However, without a certain knowledge of the search domain, the user is often

not able to specify abstract criteria to exploit the information space. Especially in the

case of financial search, novices do not know which attributes such as performance or

investment term would lead to a suitable financial product. For this use case, the StG

paradigm (Search by example) is a promising approach. Here the user can start with one

product to discover the meaning of the included product features and then generalize the

interesting features to find similar results.

All three concepts can be classified into two groups: recommendation-based and analyt-

ical approaches. The recommendation-based approach (getInspired) hides the complex

data structure of the search system and leads to a small result set in a few steps. The ana-

lytical approach (Parallel Coordinates or Parallel Sets) provides a deep insight into the data

structure and enables an evaluation of the chosen product in comparison to the remaining

information space. The presented search by example approach combines both strategies

by offering products similar to the reference item, but also represents smaller glyphs to

give an overview of the data distribution. The suggested usage of these strategies depends

on the use case as well as the preferences and previous experience of the user. Whereas

the recommendation-based approach allows to find a suitable product in very short time,

the analytical approach requires more time and effort to explore and analyze the data set,

but can lead to better and more trustworthy results.

The proposed examples indicate that the search experience and speed in product search

scenarios can be significantly improved by visually appealing interfaces. Therefore, we

suggest further research in this area. Future extensions need to focus on the backend in-

frastructure and the linking with sophisticated knowledge sources. An improved semantic

evaluation of the users query and a better understanding of his current needs is the path-

way towards an intelligent and user-adapted interface. Another challenge is to ensure the

reliability of results and establish visual search interfaces as credible source of information

and decision making in a big data environment with a huge variety of different informa-

tion sources and formats. To this end, search tools have to find a good balance between

deep insights in the underlying data sources and a user-friendly, easily comprehensible

interface.
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